
𝛟 =   the sensor plane
where light becomes an image, data



CCD Sensor

http://www.specinst.com/What_Is_A_CCD.html


iso controls the amount of amount of noise.

photography: good practice is to keep yr iso set to 400 & below.



Aperture& Shutter Speed == Exposure 

Aperture  == Amount of 💡|☀   allowed through lens

f  1.6   |  f 2   |   f 4   |   f8   |    f16   |   f 22



Aperture & Shutter Speed == Exposure 

Shutter  == amount of ⌚|⌛sensor sees 💡|☀           

in seconds: 1/2 | 1/4 | 1/8  | 1/15 | 1/30 | 1/60 | 1/100 | 1/250 | 1/500 | 1/1000 |  1/2000

<———— tripod zone



this is yr light meterthrough the viewfinder 



this is ALSO yr light meter



- depth of field 
- motion 



[ depth of field ] 

aperture priority



the smaller the FStop # - the less ☀



&& the more information is in focus





[ motion ]

shutter priority



the higher the shutter speed #, the faster (⌚) the exposure



[ Gordon Parks ]
Ali Training in Miami, 1965



⌛⌚ shutter controls movement



[ white balance ‼‼]



💡    ☀🎂 ⛅  ☁



p. 61-65





*** In Class Exercise:  
Using a DSLR go out and shoot photographs - 

Under the following conditions: 
1) w/ fluorescent light 
2) w/ daylight / evening light 
3) w/ tungsten light 

Following these parameters: 
1) wide depth of field 
2) shallow depth of field 

I will be looking for proper exposure as well as wb 

When you are done shooting  - come back and upload the images to 
your desktop. Pick 3 images to show to the class. Upload them to 
your blog + post to the wiki. Then put the RAW files in a folder, zip it 
+ email it to me. 



storyboard



Saul Bass

Psycho



Chris Bonura

Forest Gump





Joe Alves
Jaws



Dean Tavoularis
Apocalypse Now



J. Todd Anderson
No Country for Old Men


